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A revolutionary radio telescope
Why revolutionary ?

● Enormous field of view – 
antennas are sensitive to 
the whole sky

● Multiple beams across 
the sky with no moving 
parts. Ability to 'look 
back in time'.
 
● Revolutionary data 
transport and processing 
– 15 Gigabytes per 
second are transported 
across Europe and 
combined in real time in 
a supercomputer in NL



  

Low-band antennae (LBA)

30—80 MHz
Digital beamforming at 
station level

96 dipoles in ~80 m 
station

High-band antennae (HBA)

120—240 MHz
Arranged in 4x4 HBA tiles

96 tiles in ~80 m station

Analogue beamforming at tile

Inbetween: FM radio 
band



  

Single dipoleStation + beamforming

Correlation of 
different stations

Multiple beams (1—8 beams 
in 32 MHz total bandwidth)

BlueGene

How LOFAR works in a 
nutshell

3 Gb/sec/station



No moving parts

Interesting 
star over here

A B

LOFAR software adds delays so 
signal arriving at antenna A should 
arrive first

Traditional dishes slew and point 
directly at object of interest
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Multiple large fields without 
moving

Interesting 
star over here

Even more 
interesting 
star over here

LOFAR software adds delays so 
signal arriving at antenna A should 
arrive first

Traditional dishes slew and point 
directly at object of interest

Dishes need to slew and point 
directly at a new object of interest

LOFAR software changes delays so 
signal arriving at antenna B should 
arrive first
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Introduce different delays in 
different frequency bands 
and you can look in multiple 
directions at the same time 

Introduce different delays in 
different frequency bands 
and you can look in multiple 
directions at the same time 

If you record the raw data, 
applying new delays allows 
you to look 'back in time' at 
different parts of the sky

If you record the raw data, 
applying new delays allows 
you to look 'back in time' at 
different parts of the sky



LOFAR-UK                                   

Britain's largest astronomy collaboration



Transformational Science

Black holes

Solar activity

Cosmology

Particle 
astrophysics

Pulsars and 
relativity



  

LOFAR and 
The Epoch of 
Reionisation

About 1 billion years 
after the big bang 
the first stars and 
black holes in the 
universe 'reheated' 
the universe to its 
present ionised 
state. 

Finding exactly how 
this occurred is a 
major current topic 
of research



  

 

 

How will LOFAR study the 
EoR ? 

By observing the redshifted 
21cm line (1420 MHz)

EoR should be at a redshift of 
about z ~ 9 so 21cm line from 
that epoch will be redshifted 
to a frequency 

1420 / (1+z) ~ 140 MHz

 → LOFAR band

By studying the different distributions of neutral 
hydrogen as a function of frequency (=age) we can see 
how the first sources reionised the universe and get clues 
to the first populations of stars and black holes



  

UHE particle astrophysics
Ultra high-energy neutrinos produce radio bursts by 
interacting with moon

Moon bursts

This region  new 
physics / very 
exotic acceleration 
at GUT energies 
(>LHC)

Atmospheric radio bursts

LHC



  

Solar and heliospheric physics

Coronal Mass ejections:

• monitoring and imaging of 
CME-associated shocks

• direct imaging of CMEs 

Interplanetary scintillation:

• indirectly observe solar 
wind streams and how it 
couples to planetary 
environments

Synergies with space missions 

(STEREO, Venus-Express, Bepi-Columbo..)



Results already: Radio flaring on The Sun 
Imaging on one-second timescales 



LOFAR commissioning science: first results

15 degrees



Vast improvement in angular resolution when Chilbolton is 
added to the Dutch and German array

This source is “3C 196” which is a supermassive black hole 
seven billion light years away. The radio emission is from 
relativistic jets of matter that the black hole fires out.



Chilbolton Pulsar first light

PSR B1133+16

PSR B1919+21

LOFAR UK608 Chilbolton was doing 
science on the day it was opened !

Custom software developed in UK :

Pulsar data stream from raw data 
through the PELICAN pipeline on an 
ARTEMIS server – processing 400 
million bits of information per second 

The 4 ARTEMIS servers will process the 
entire bandwidth and point towards up 
to 8 different directions in the sky, for 
broadband and multi-source 
observations 



Pulsars: simultaneous tracking of two 
pulsars widely separated on the sky 
using LOFAR's unique multi-beaming Broad-band coverage of 

pulses – influence of the 
pulsar magnetic field





  

LOFAR and radio transients 
– things that go bang in the night (or day..)



  

LOFAR will provide the first Radio Sky Monitor monitoring all 
transient and variable radio phenomena

Accreting black holes / 
neutron stars / GRB 
afterglows

Pulsars : LOFAR will at least 
double the number of 
known pulsars

Extrasolar planets

Counterparts to GW sources 
– tests of gravity on 
cosmological scales

Serendipity, SETI ….

Transients with LOFAR



  

“..as we know, there are known 
knowns; there are things we know we 
know. We also know there are known 
unknowns; that is to say we know 
there are some things we do not 
know. But there are also unknown 
unknowns - the ones we don't know 
we don't know..” Widely reported 

as:

Wise man says 
stupid thing / 
Stupid man says 
stupid thing

In fact its :

Stupid man 
says wise thing

In transients there are known 
knowns (e.g. particular objects) 
and known unknowns (e.g. new 
black hole transients) but it is 
maximising the chances of finding 
the unknown unknowns that is 
the most exciting prospect



  

Possible first LOFAR transient ! (Bell et al.)

We don't know what this object is . . . but in full 
operations we should detect 1-10 per week



  

LOFAR 

ASKAP 

MeerKAT

Ultimate goal:
Global 
Collaboration 
to monitor the  
    radio sky
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